
Sovince Films  
● The Shoot and Share package.  $1,400 

I put the entirety of my filming abilities to work to get as much high quality coverage of the wedding 

as possible. Then I deliver you the raw files in a digital format. I shoot with a future edit in mind, and 

backup all of the footage on multiple hard drives. This leaves available the option to have a Highlight 

Film, or Full Coverage package created down the road. This package is great for those who wish to 

save the editing for later, but still want the event captured with my high quality standard in mind. 

Some have the footage edited at a later date, and some are happy with just the raw footage.  

• The All-Day Highlight package.  $1,900 

This is my most popular package and it includes highlights of the whole event wrapped into a 

personally edited short film. Capturing all the memorable moments. The films usually range from 

7-8 minutes. They include up to two personally curated songs for the soundtrack and are custom fit 

to the feel of the event. (For examples please visit www.sovincefilms.com ). The film is then made 

available for download and safe keeping. They are also hosted by me online, and can be shared 

easily with friends and family. I will both keep backups AND host the short film online for as long as 

my company and I exist.  

• The Full Coverage package. $2,800 

This all inclusive package includes the All Day Highlight Film mentioned above. However this package 

will also include full coverage of the complete ceremony and reception. All edited as additional 

films. All three of the films are added to an external drive in a popular HD format and sent right to 

your door! Also included is a complimentary drone flight for aerial footage to add to the full length 

films. *Drone footage subject to the exceptions listed below. *Only the Highlight film from this 

package will be hosted online by SovinceFilms.  

Add-Ons 

• Aerial footage $500. Add stunning cinematic aerial footage to the Shoot and Share or Highlight 

film! Includes two, 15 minute flights with a professional 4k resolution quadcopter over the 

venue. For quality examples visit: https://vimeo.com/235247879.  I will utilize the footage as 

master shots and weave them in the films. I'll also include the full flights in the delivered media.  

• Extra Hours.  All of the Packages above include 8 hours of coverage, with additional hours added 

for $100 each.  

*Drone subject to availability, venue rules and/or weather.  

*Raw footage included only in the Shoot and Share package. Raw footage can be added free of charge 

via a shared external drive if provided one. Feel free to contact me with any questions at my email: 

Danj503@gmail.com 

http://www.sovincefilms.com/
https://vimeo.com/235247879


 

 


